90th Jalsa Salana
Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at, Bangladesh
7, 8 & 9 February, 2014
Inaugural Session
Friday 3.00 pm to 5.30 pm

Recitation from the Holy Quran  : Janab Bashiruddin Ahmad
Chairman  : Mohtaram Mobasher Ur Rahman
            National Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh
Silent Prayer  : Chairman
Inaugural Speech  : Mohtaram Mobasher Ur Rahman
                    National Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh
The creator and Lord of the Worlds “Rabbul Alamin”  : Mohtaram Maulana Imdadur Rahman Siddique
                    Principal, Jamia Ahmadiyya, Bangladesh
Nazm (Bangla)  : Janab Kasim Hossain Pias
Rahmatullil Alamin (Mercy for all peoples)
Hazrat Muhammad (sa.)  : Mohtaram Maulana Abdul Awwal Khan Chowdhury
                    Naib National Ameer & Muballig In-charge
Second Session
Saturday 9.30 am to 12.30 am

Chairman: Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Chittagong

Recitation from the Holy Quran: Janab Hasan Mohammad Minhajur Rahman

Nazm (Urdu): Janab Zakir Hossain

Importance of recitation of the Holy Quran: Janab Ahsan Ahmad Khan Chowdhury

Importance and significance of observing salaat: Mohtaram Maulana Mamun-Ur-Rashid, Murubbi Silsilah

Nazm (Bangla): Janab G M Sirajul Islam

Significance of marriage to establish Ideal Ahmadiyya society: Mohtaram Muhammad Habib Ullah Sadr, Majlish Ansarullah, Bangladesh

Importance and blessings of the system of the Will (Wassiyat): Mohtaram Muhammad Khalilur Rahman

Third Session
Saturday 2.45 pm to 5.30 pm

Chairman: Professor Mir Mubashsher Ali Naib National Ameer-1

Recitation from the Holy Quran: Janab Moshiur Rahman

Arabic Qaseedah (Poem): Janab Sultan Mahmud Anwar & his group
The unparalleled status and greatness of Hazrat Muhammad (saw) according to Ahmadiyyah: Mohtaram Maulana Muhammad Solaiman, Murubbi Silsilah

Life of Islam depends on the death of Hazrat Jesus (as): Mohtaram Maulana Shah Muhammad Nurul Amin, Vice Principal-2, Jamia Ahmadiyya, Bangladesh

Nazm (Bangla): Janab Sibgatur Rahman Mukul

Some proofs of the truth of Hazrat Imam Mahdi (as): Mohtaram Alhajj Maulana Saleh Ahmad Murubbi Silsilah

Fourth Session

Sunday 9.30 am to 12.30 am

Chairman: Alhajj Mir Muhammad Ali
Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Dhaka.

Recitation from the Holy Quran: Janab Hafizur Rahman Harun

Nazm (Urdu): Janab Nasir Ahmad

Obedience to Khilafat: Janab Ahmad Tausif Chowdhury

Different Schemes of Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Al Khames (ai): Mohtaram Maulana Bashirur Rahman
Vice Principal-1, Jamia Ahmadiyya, Bangladesh

Nazm (Bangla): Janab Mohammad Shahzada Khan

The easy way to attain spiritual Progress: Mohtaram Maulana Abdul Awwal Khan Chowdhury
Naib National Ameer & Muballig In-charge

Academic Award distribution ceremony:
Concluding Session
Sunday 2.45 pm to 5.15 pm

Chairman: Mohtaram Mobasher Ur Rahman
National Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh

Recitation from the Holy Quran: Mohtaram Hafez Abul Khair

Nazm (Urdu): Janab Mahbubur Rahman
G. S. Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh

Nazm (Bangla): Janab S. M. Rahmatullah

State-declaration of Ahmadis as “Non-Muslims“ and its consequences: Alhaj Ahmad Tabshir Chowdhury

Naib National Ameer-5 & Secretary Umura Khraje

Role of Khalifatul Masih in establishing world peace: Mohtaram Professor Mir Mobasser Ali
Naib national Ameer-1, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh

Concluding speech and silent prayer: Mohtaram Mobasher Ur Rahman
National Ameer, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh

N.B: The schedule is changeable based on the need.